
Permits
Each road jurisdiction issues its own permits – no jurisdiction 
may issue permits for another without prior intergovernmental 
agreement. Overweight permits for gross weights are generally 
available only for “non-divisible” loads, i.e., large equipment, or 
construction components that cannot readily be disassembled. 
State law generally does not allow road officials to issue 
permits for “divisible” loads such as grain or livestock, except 
as listed throughout this document. Federal law does not 
allow overweight permits to be issued for divisible loads on 
interstates.

Illinois Harvest Permit (IHP)
Where can I use this permit?
The permit shall be available to vehicles used in private or for-
hire movement of agricultural commodities during the declared 
time period.

Where do you go to get the IHP 
overweight permit?
Just as with any other overweight permit, you go to the highway 
jurisdiction on whose roads you intend to operate. Where your 
route crosses several road jurisdictions, you’ll need several 
permits — one for each jurisdiction.

• State routes – IDOT

• County routes – county engineer

• Road district roads – highway commissioner

• Municipal streets – street department

Local jurisdictions (not IDOT) have the option of waiving the 
requirement for a (written) permit. If locals choose to, they may 
simply allow truckers to run on the roads they designate without 
the need for a written permit.

How many days is the IHP permit valid?
Permits are available beginning September 1 and are available 
until December 31 every year.

The IHP permit issued by IDOT must be accompanied by a route 
authorization that is valid for only two weeks at a time. At the end 
of those 14 days, the carrier must obtain a new “14-day route 
authorization” for the permit.  This periodic renewal is intended 
to account for any change in capacity of a road or bridge along 
the permitted route over that span of time.

Local jurisdictions’ permits might or might not require a periodic 
route reauthorization.

How much extra weight would be 
allowed?
All three common forms of weight restriction—gross, axle, 
and registered—are addressed. In each case, the permit can 
allow up to a maximum of 10 percent over the standard weight 
restriction. 

The 10 percent limit is the maximum a jurisdiction may offer. Any 
jurisdiction could also issue a permit for an overweight less than 
10 percent above the standard limit.

What paperwork will I need to carry?
You will need to have two documents with you when operating 
under the IHP:

1. The permit (printed or electronic) along with its 14-day 
route authorization.

2. A copy of Form OPER 993.

The permit and bi-weekly route authorization may be carried 
electronically on a smart phone or tablet.

Do bridge and road postings for lower 
weights still apply?
Yes. Having this permit does not authorize you to exceed weight 
limit postings along roadways or on bridges. 

The route specified by the permit could add extra miles to your 
trip to avoid restricted roads or bridges. Because of that, farmers 
might have to choose between taking a longer route at the 
higher, permitted weight versus a shorter route at a lower weight.

Agricultural Commodities Permit  
(40-Day Permit)
Overweight axle permits are available to farmers operating 
trucks hauling grain, livestock, fruits and vegetables, or 
ensilage. This allows the axle(s) to exceed standard weight limits 
by:

• 2-axle truck = 35%
• 3-axle truck = 20%
• 4-axle truck = 20%
• 5-axle truck = 10% 

It does not allow additional gross weight and it does not allow 
weights in excess of the registered (licensed) weight. This 
permit is not available for Interstate highways. [625 ILCS 5/15-
301(e)].

The State’s permit form for hauling ag products is available at:  
https://webapps1.dot.illinois.gov/ITAP. All oversize/overweight 
permits from IDOT must be applied for electronically.
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Special Haul Vehicle (SHV) Permit
A SHV allows certain vehicles to be exempt from the federal 
bridge formula while operating on Illinois highways. The 
SHV Permit allows a certain amount of weight for a certain 
configuration of a vehicle(s). The SHV Permit also allows an 
overweight ticket for a specific purpose instead of dropping 
a portion of the load. The Special Hauling Vehicle Permit 
Application specifically states the purposes and benefits of an 
SHV Permit. The following vehicles qualify for an SHV Permit:

–  Tractor-trailer combinations that have a short trailer (usually 
no more than 28 feet in length maximum) measuring 42 feet 
or less from the center of the steering hub to the center of 
the rear tandem. A minimum of 18 feet 6 inches is required 
between sets of tandems.

–  Trucks measuring more than 72 inches but less than 96 inches 
between the wheels on the tandem.

Where do I get the SHV permit?
SHV permits are annually purchased from the Illinois Commercial 
and Farm Truck Division. 

How much does an SHV permit cost?
$125

Permitting Provisions
All permitted overweight loads are required to have a flashing, 
rotating, or oscillating amber light visible from 500 feet.

There are no additional marking requirements for overweight 
loads. (Over-dimension loads do have additional lighting and 
marking requirements and are generally limited to daylight 
hours.)

Must have Special Vehicle Movement Provisions (Form 
OPER993) in vehicle. Read OPER993 for detailed permit 
provisions.  
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